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-~i~Mempen Given Probaticln For Eight Months

.
By ANN ABEL TIBERI
UNM ·PreBident Ferrel Heady has placed K.NME
!!p,,.«Jitre~,t.(tr Cla.ude Hempen on probation through June
30, . 1~7 5 with a warning that "during this
. ;probationary period, repetition of misconduct such
• • confirmed by the Regents will be grounds for
·· .immediate dismif&al."
. · :<-;,_, Hempen was reinstated Monday by the UNM
,.~"~.~- .<Regents who ordered Heady to take "more
.· .. ~~:;{.. ~.p)ropdate dh;ciplinary action of a less severe
>.~·1::'.:nature.n ·
.
. .· :~<~
,Heady fired Hempen in September for violating
· . •" ~:.:.:~f·l- :W,tive.raity business policies.
. · '>¥· , .:. tJNM Vice President for Community and
· · ,' ·< . · Regional Affain Alex Mercure said plans to initiate
: :;(,'.,;._ ·. .. a •tudent intern program at. KNME are still in effect.
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According to KNME critics, Hempen has resisted
.
such moves for several years.
"Within the next couple of weeks, we hope to stad
laying the foundations 'with the academic
department to start the work/study programs and
the internship program," Mercure said. KNME plana
to work with the Fine- Arts department, Journalism
department, and the Speech Communications
department in developing one or both of these
Jlrograms. As of now, these programs are only in the
discussion stages within KNME,.TV and between
UNM and Channel 5,
Late yesterday, Heady's office released the
University J\1) Hoc Committee report on KNME-TV
and also Hempen's response to charge$ of "irregular
business practices."

In the response Hempen and three KNME
employees queationed the objectlvity of the report.
Hempen challenged the motives of one committee
member, Richard Krause, listing quotes Krause
made to the LOBO in fall197 3 which were critical of
KNME. He said that Krause left KNME on
..unfriendly terms.''
4

1 was mQBt disappointed in the report," Hempen
aaid. "It was capricious and personal."
·Hempen's employees, Byron Knight, Carl~
Molina and Larry Dickerson defended Hempen's
attitude when they appeared before the committ~e.
They. challenged committee criticisms about lack of
creativity and response to UNM and the
community,
'
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Wollnian Approves New
American Studies CoUrses

."·

By RICH ROBERTS
On the recommendation of the
American Studies Faculty
Advisory Committee, Nathaniel
Wollman, dean of Arts and
Sciences, has approved 11 courses
to be offered next semester under
Ame r.ican Studies for Women
Studies, Chicano Studies,
Afro-American Studies and
N a t i v e
A m .e r i c a n
Studies. Wollman informed the
directors of these four programs
and Chari~ Biebel, acting director
~t. Aro~l;Jc•n J~tuclie'• .tat. the
beginninl ot this semester that he
was seeking advice on
with-drawin~t approval from
courses to be offered next spring
if they did not meet accepted
academic standards.
He requested that Biebel meet
with the co·ordinators of the four
--J

.. ,

..

Dean Wollman has Approved 11 More Am. Studies Counes

programs to examine the syllabus ; that they had gone over the
and scope or each proposed course offeringa carefully and also
course for the spring to be given · the qualifications of the people
under the blanket numbers of teaching them, Biebel and the
American Studies 301·302.
committee felt these courses
At a recent committee meeting conform to the usual academic
Wollman received its report and standards, Wollman said.
. recommendations for the spring.
"They recommended that these
This question occupied the major- courses be given," he said. "I felt
ity of the committee's meeting since the American Studies
with Wollman.
Faculty Advisory Committee had
Wollman said there was "no examined them and Deibel and
time to pursue" the other ques· the directors had carefully estab·
tion before the committee con· lished criteria for their courses
ceming the philosophy and struc· next spring 1 could accept the
tul'e of America_n S~udies. The . recommendatio~ of the commitcommittH wm meet further on tee."
.
this before presenting the ques·
As a result, the number of
tion to Arts and Sciences faculty, courses for the four programs of·
he said.
fered by American Studies will be
Wollman aaid Deibel had re- lower than this semester.
ported that he felt in his discus·
u AI far as I can see, there will be
siona of next semester's counes some substantial shrinkage in
with the directors or the programs American. Studies," Wollman said •
.. "There will be three courses in
Women Studies, three in Chicano
Studies, three in Native-American
Studies and two in Afro-American
Studies."
The committee also "talked
about the basic problem of using
American Studies and blanket
numben which were essentially
designed Cor a succession of
courses, "Wollman said.
He aaid he had proposed that the
committee bring this question
immediately to the attention of the
Arts and Sciences faculty. He also
said the committee "asked to be
allowed to study and decide what
they recommend" before the
college faculty considers. the
situation of American Studies.
"I think the Faculty Advisory
Committee has not been very
active in the last couple of years
and now had the chance to
participate in the program the way
they think they should,u Wollman
said. "I'm waiting for their
considerations before calling a
faculty meeting."
As reported recently in the
Lobo, American Studies 201,
Introduction to Women Studies,
will no longer be offered. · Gail
Baker, co-ordinator of Women
Studies, has asked that this course
be offered through the General
Honors Program instead.
Wollman said there was no need
therefore to.get approval fora new
number for the course. He said any
course to be offered on a regular
basis under AmE!rican Studies
301·302 has to go through the
approval process.
''I hope there will be a greater
effort undertaken to have courses
adopted by regular departments in
Apodaca: Plateau
Arts and Sciences, u he said.

,. Race Tightens: Skeen EneriJizes
:<'By .JOSEPH MONAHAN. .

strategy that ena.bled Apodaca to voter. turnout will be light a
place his campaign on the Republican must get out and stir
for governor says his campaign ccrrontbumer" already secure with. the electorate. Mr. Skeen will start
will be on the ccrrontbumer" in many votes from people who vote doing thist but in all likelihood it
the final three weeks _before the simply on the basis of whose will be to late.
Buddecke Controversy
election_. Skeen is gaining suppo!t name they have. heard the
as_ he pours out the energy and 1t most-and there's alot of them. Of
Mr Skeen's problems are
ap,-ean at this point ~at there course, Mr. Apodaca outspent his compounded by the recent
.waH be _no landslide for five opponents by $23,000, an bickering within the State
Democratic challenger Jerry amount that .f!nan~s a good Republican organization. GOP
Apodaca.
•
•.
•
measure of tele'!tston !•me.
director Martha Buddecke, has
• A Skeen vtctorr •s an enttrely
Strong ~n Hetghts
been called on to resign by several
dtffe~ent matter. Apo~aca's
Mr. 'Skeen's plans for the prominent Republican politicians
camp81gn has been dynam1c but homestretch are to concentrate in for her supposed neglect of
aee.ms to have reached ~ plateau. Albuquerque where it will be candidates on the Republican
ticket other than Mr. Skeen.
1111ts does n~t n~ssanl¥ mean
~podaca will began loenng the
,1.
•
Whereas Mr. Apodaca's five
amount of votes. that could. spell
na,y.~SIS
opponents in the Democratic
.
.
primary have leht him their
defeat. The margin he hasbu11t up
is qu~te impressive for. a candidate mandatory for him to overwhelm support, Jack Eastham, Skeen's
!Jt'at 11 a rather poor speaker ~d Apodaca in the Republican North primary rival, is a major motivator
!1~-. at .ease . w~en a!'swer•ng East heights if he is to win. A for Mrs. Buddecke's removal
tmpromptu questions.
. ·.
random telephone survey which is dissecting the party. On
.. Apodaca Outspends
indicates that Skeen's position top of that, Eastham's wife is
SkeenadmitslhatApodacahas' remains healthy ·in that heading up a group called
a 4'11ight lead" but of C}ourse adds Republican area. The sentiment uaepublicans for Jerry Apodaca."
that h~ wiU ~overcome Apodaca · for Mr. Skeen may be stronger A similar group was formed by
November 5th. That would be a than usual because of the ethnic John Connelly in 197.2 called
political upset. It's surprising that factor. No Spansih surnamed "Democrats for Nixon" and we all
Skeen waited so long to gather his person has been elected governor know what happened to Senator
organization for what he knew· of New Mexico since 1918 and McGovern.
would be a hard campaign. Skeen many heights residents would
The dissent within the party
18}11 he. was afraid of burning his · prefer it rema,ined that way.
corning so close to the November
campaign out. Apparently the
But in o-ther areas, nemely election will obviously hurt Mr.
Skeen people weW!n't payihg AI bu quf!!rq u e 's valley and Skeen. There will be some
attention to the Apodaea the univenity, Shell will lose big, Republicans who will simply stay
ot.tanization during the June not particularly because of his home when they observe their
pthnary. That effort began political views (which will not alleged leaders in turmoil. But
smoothly and with a subtle edge. help because. he is a staunch even without the Buddecke
A p. o d a c a '. • n .a m e w a s conservative) but because of voter problem, indications from other
ouUront-but the candidate· identification. In a state full of out of state eJections point to a
himself was leu noticeable, a Democrats and ih a year when
(Continuld on /NIII! 3)

,Joe Skeen, R.epublican nominee
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LOBO Staffers
Explore TLJnnels
U·r1der University
BY O,J. WILLIAMS
In the 1950's they provided a sec1·et .entrance for
p:mty-raiders. Now they might be u means for a revolutio11ary to
tum off the heat to Scholes Hall and free:~:c out Fen·cl. Heady
and Chester Travelstead.
Just like Pads, UNM's underground is .lined with tunnels
connecting every building, sec1·et passages that extend for over
Un•ee miles and include, among other things, heating pipes.
It's easy enough to ,get inside but the place is "rawling with
secul'ity goons now. Things aren't ·easy like tht>y used to be. But
the LOBO llecidcd.to give it a tl·y.
At fi•·st we tried to be sneaky about the whole thing by
cnte1·ing the catacombs through an open mallh~lc. One inside,
however, we discovered Utat the tunnels were not so great after
all. We found the heating pipes all right-the temperature in the
tunnel must have been at least 135 degrees. But thc'tunnel WIL~ a
dead end and out 1000-foot journey to the goology huildingonly
resulted in three ang1·y, frustl'ated 1111d muddy LOBO staffers
who came out sweating like pack mules ana.•reeling like three
tlu·dscmitted from the bowels of the earth.

Underground tunnels connect every building on campus. In the above picture a LOBO staffer
makes a routine trip to Scholes hall to pilfer documents and photograph files.
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about the Bar exam fox some
time, they have taken no position
on th9 matter .
"The natUl'c of the protest
should not concci·n us at all and is
not, in fact, I'Clcvant to their right
of free speech under the Fit·st
Amendment of the United States
Constitution," stated Hollander.
She said the Uu·ec individuals
who wl:!re not sworn in have the"
option of taking the matte•· to
court, but the only remed; would
be their admission to the Bat•,, No
damages could be awm•dcd, she
said.

Director Nancy Hollander
to rende1· assistance to allY pct'Son
who suffers consctJUI:!necs as u
t·esult of having wom an m·m band
dm·ing the swem·ing in ct'remony."
Howcvcl', Hollnndet·
emphasized that although the
NMCLl,J has been concet11cd
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(Colllillued {1'0111 page 1)
'§ p o o I' v o t c 1· turn out, a
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:s;l circumstance that would handicap

,.

Skeen further.
Mr. SKeen has chosen to attack
'§ the. "11pathy :md cynicism" so ·
..:l prevalent towa1·ds politics; he has
0
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by TOM THOMASON

.,
The Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N. W.

All items ane of a kind

OldTown

COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY

CALIFORNIA'S

LARGEST LAW SCHOOL

.•

AMPLE SPACE
i< avai.fablc al our new .l.a<ililies fn both Orange County anrl
S.an D•ego faT" all qual•herl appl,canls fa all pari· anrl full·
.
ttme programs.

$13.oo

•

Applicants Ia WSU ore never accepted or rcicded solely
on lhe basis ol LSAT score< and undergrad_u.ole GPA's.
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minority 40 students, 33 pet· cent
of this year's first-year class.
or 106 people registered for
the first·year class of last year 17
were Spanish·sumamed, two were
Blacks, and tlp·ee we1·c Indian;
making a total of 22 students, 21
per cent, who were of minol'ity
groups. Twenty one percent of

By GAIL 90TTLIEB
method is actually somewhat
Ken Schultz, spokesman , for mm'C costly to the bm·rowe1·. The
PIRG, has promised that the group ti'Uth·in·lending act, designed to
will repeat their examination of p l' o t e ct borrow e t• s fro m
bank compliance with federal confusion; held that banks should
t.·uth·in·lending laws within only quote the APR, which is a
me thad of comparing interest
eighteen months.
Schultz also said that he had rates calculated by either add·on
I'Cceived a letter fl'Om the Fedci·al 01• discount.
Deposit Insurance Corporation
Schultz said that attempting to
which said, in pm·t, that "during compm·c in tcrcst mtes quoted in
the cout·se of the annual FDIC terms of eithm• add·on o1· discount
examination the bank's was like "t1·ying to compare
c o m pI i a 11 c e w i t h t h i s apples and oranges." The APR
( truth· in ·I c n ding a e t) is provides a common denominator
investigated."
or, us Schultz said, "makes juice
PIRG had investigated the' outofthem."
number of banks which were
A Tt·ibunc article investigating
c o
p I y i n g w i t h L 1,1 e bankers' responses to the PIRG
truth-in·lcitding act by quotmg 1·eport found that some bankers
interest only in terms of the intended to continue quoting
11nnual perccnLuge t'ate (APR). add·nn and discoun,J; rates aloug
Interest is calculiitcd'fn two ways. with the APR, saying that
One way, termed discount, consumers were more used to the
actually has a much highct· APR old rates. A spokesman fot• Rio
than a second method, add·on. Grande Valley Bank said "the
Unwat·y borro.wers are often public is aware of the old add·on
confused by the two difre1·cnt rate, and we're trying to educate
methods. Add·on figu1·es interest them to the new APR." Fidelity
by calculating the interest on a Nu tional Bank spokesman said
sum, i.e. $100 loaned plus· $6 that a~ long as the APR was
interest. Discount subtracts the quoted, any other mte could also
intet'Cst from the sum, i.l', $94 'be quoted.
loaned tJlus $6 inlct·est. At first
PIRG maintains that quoting
glance the two methods may seem anything but the APR to
identical, but the discount consumm·s is a direct violation of
-;==============i branches
the tl•uth·in·lcnding act. Seven
of Albuquerque National
Bank, which had been quoting the
INTERNATIONAL
discount t'ate alottg with lhc APR,
were instructed not to usc
anything but the APR in the
CAREER?
future by ANB pt·esiden t E. L.
Jory.

APPLY NOW FOR DAY, EVENING, OR WEEKEND
CLASSES BEGINNING FEBRUARY 3, 1975
•w••••- • .. ~

•

• ~~. : • .__M

PROVISIONAltV ACC~EOITFO BV THE COMMilTEE OF
BAR EkAMINERS OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Southwestern Life""
Insurance Company

FENTON S. KATZ
Mortgage-Life-Health Protection
Spell L-0-V-E
120 Vassar, S.E. 255-1613
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THURSDAY
OCTOBER 24, 1974
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at

L:li'ihHlt) clluw guhJ

ring

sl!'t with Mcxicmin fire t1fMI

AMERICAN .
GRADUATE SCHOOL

WHOLE.PERSON ADMISSIONS:

(7141 635-3453

The personalities of these two
year old drinking age or
men will play an important l'O)C in
necessal·ily sign such an act if it
these final days. Future television
1·eached his desk.
debates are scheduled and Mr.
These 1we all posiLions that
Skeen seems favor<Jd to pick up
could potentially cost him. a
additional support. He is
substantial numbat· of votes
articulate compared to Sen .
Sltcen •·cceived warm applause
Apodaca and when he replies to a .
after a question and answel~
question you can usually
session with some 300 students. It
determine where his head is at.
was apparent that Sl<ecn's
speaking manner and his stmight
Skeen Needs Boost
forward answers su bmergcd the
Even
with these advantages
. unpopularity of his remat·ks.
though,
the
Skeen campaign will
Sen. Apodaca's style differs
dramatically from Skeen's. The need a major boost if victmy is to
Las Cruces native continually result. A presidential visit a few
evades his qucstioneer by replying . days before the election would be
such a lift.
"I'll have to study the situation."

the first-year class of 1972 was of
minority groups also.
Twelve women of this year's
first-year class of 43 women
admitted arc of minority groups,
while four women of last year's
fi rst·year class of 34 women
admitted wet·e of minority g1·oups,
Tlwee of Lhc 23· women admitted
in 1972 were of minority _gmups.
"There is an awa1-eness within
these cultural societies of the need
for attonteys within these
grouJ>s," Assistant Law School
Dean Charles Blackwell said of the
minority group enl'ollment
inCI'CaSe.
"Naturally, in niany instances
legal services can best be provided
with more understanding, mm·e
compassion, and sometimes
greate1· devotion by a member of
that cultural group in that cultural
b'I'OUp.
"With that idea in mind,
through assistance from the
federal government, the state
government, and through urging
fl'om the Law School Admissions
Council, many schools arc taking
gl'e.a ter strides to COI'l'Cct the
imbalance that exists in society
among the professional
communities as far as havh1g
rep resell ta Lives for cultural
gmups," he said.
Blackwell also said that, along ·
with the trend toward the greatet·
admission of minorities to the law
school, it would seem there would
be a lawyer for eve1·y county in
New Mexico.
However, he pointed out that,
"There are certainly not enough
I a wy c I'S in New Mexico, not
whenever you have whole villages
nnd towns without lawyet·s, and
sometimi!S whole counties in the
stale that do twt have a lawyer."
Helene Simson, Admissions
Committee memh~.>r, snid she
thinks the increase of miaority
group enrollment is crueinl.
"I think it is crucial for the
school as an l:!ducational
institution, and I think it is crucial
for the profession becau~e.
obviously, and especially in New
Mexico right now, there m·e too
few atto1·neys who are from
minority groups. The1·e must be
more to serve the population of
the state," she said.

A representative
will be on the campus

!With 2 'h· •nd 3·ye•; !Jt•du•tion oplion•l

800 South Brookhurst
Anaheim, Ca. 92804

when conf1·'onting a liberal
audience, While at UNM recently
Skeen said he would not support a
junior college, would not pardon
Reies Lopez Tijerina, would not
place a student on the Board of
Regent.~, would not propose a 18
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•oFFERS A NEW PROGRAM•
OF SPRING-ENTERING
FULL- TIME LAW STUDY

.
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By JOHN MAREK
Minm·ity gi'Oup enrollment of
this year's first-year class at the
UNM Law School has increased
11 per cent over that of last year.
' Of 123 first-year law students
registered this year, 27 arc
Spanish-sumamed, 6 arc Black,
and 7 are Indian. This makes

m

Tan, Navy
Sand; Grey
Brawn, Green
Burgandy

~.

At UNM

Sl~een rarely alters his remarks

PIRGVowsTo
Re-check Banks

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

CORDUROY
JEAN
BELLS

no other alternative.
Skeen will pick up votes in the
closing weeks because he will be
facing tl: e people head-on, a
situation where he performs well.

( Minority Enrollment Up

~
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Custom Jewelry

LOBO
CLRSSIFIEDS
BRING QUICK
RESULTS
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Race TlghtensAs Skeen Energlzes

I

(Continued on page 5)

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATAlOGUE

.

~

Discouraged, but not defeated by our fi1·st attempt, the
staffers decided that going llll'ough authori?.ed channels might
be a bcite1· appm•ach. We asked permission first, and later fo1111d
out we had been in the Wl'Ong tunnel.
Floyd Williams, associate director of the Physical Pla11t,
indicated that we had been in one of the original utility
distribution tunnels, which were const1·ucted in 195.5. He said
the new netwm·k is much lm·gel~ovcr three miles long with
outlets to every building on campus.
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Authorized Channels .

CLU _Backs LaW Grads
By DAN WILLIAMS
The New Mexico Civil Liberties
. Union (NMCLU) yesterday joined
the mnks of those suppmting the
three Law School graduates who
were not sworn i11 to the bar
because they wore black arm
h.ands dul'ing the cct·cmony. ·
SuJHcmc Court Justice Ed
McManus I'Cfused to sweat• in
Sarah Singleton, John Leyba and
Gordon Bet·man on Oct. 9. These
JJCoplc had passed the NM Bat•
cxamil1ation and were part of a
group who wore black arm bands .
dm·ing the CCI'Cmony as a silent
protest questioning the "validity
and credibility" of U1e NM Bar
exam. They were not swot'll in
because Uley refused to remove
the arm bands when the court
requested them to do so.
Execu live Dit~ectot· of the
. NMCLU, Nancy Hollander, stated
that her group was "shocked by
our state Supreme Cout·t's
apparent disregard fot· the First•
Amendment right of these people
to silently protest."
A local newspapet· t'CcenUy
CJUoted Chief Justice McMunus as
saying, "While t·ccognizing
complt!tely the right of f1·eedom
of spel'ch, this cout·t will not now
or at any future time tolerate
dist·uptive displays of
contemptuous conduct dm·ing its
official pt·oeeedings."
"Our investigation shows,"
Hollander said, "that Ute wcm·ing
of the arm bands did not in any
way cause a disturbancl:! and there
is no !'cason to believe that thet·c
would have been a distut·bancc
had n discussion not been
precipitated by the chief justice of
the court."
The NMCLU stntcml:!nt
demanded that the three people
IJC admitted to the New Mexico
Bar and said they ary "prepared

;!'

and job opportunities
in the field of
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INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
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Interviews may be scheduled at

JEWELERS

CAREER SERVICES

FREE GROUND SCHOOL
AMERICAN GIADUAtr SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANACIEMENf

Thunderbird ClmJHII
Gltndllt, Arlzon1 15306

Each Thursday & Friday at 7:00PM

SOUTHWEST HANG GLIDING CENTER
9119 San Mateo NE/344·5854
Home of the

"The Unusual as Usual"
(anos.~ :\fcn3ul
T~:u:I•lloSf. 21i!H·IHII
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Marshinallow Politics Leads To Folly
THE MARSHMALLOW FOLLIES
BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN .
WASHINGTON (KFS)-The paroxysms of enn~i with which
the public has responded to this year's elections have stirred
both politicians and political writers to lament an'ew the
decomposition of the two-party system. The atomization of
our politics, which tends to make every candidate his or her
own political part, depresses men like David S. Broder, the
country's most widely respected political analyst.
In a recen't column Broder remarked that when you have no
party discipline the way is open 'for c9ndidates with personal
political organizations to repeat what the Nixon people did
with CREEP. He then went on to regret that recent legislative
efforts to strengthen party structure have failed, essentially
because only a rapidly diminishing few give a damn about
whether there is or isn't a Republican or Democratic party,
Indeed the question is no longer whether most people are
becoming independents but whether they will vote at all. ''Why
should I go down to the polling place and help them weave a
rope for my own noose?" asks a California voter, and she's not
alone.
In the face of this, no formalistic effort to legislate strength
back into the two-party system is going to work. The parties
weren't formed as the result of the passage of laws in the first
place. They were formed by men who banded together aut of a
common interest and belief. They had substantive content, and
it was one that was recognized, however crudely, by the entire
electorate. But today who would seriously assert that the
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Republicans are the party of the rich and Democrats that of
the workingman?
The only important division we're left with is between
''conservatives" and' "liberals," and that too has lost all

meaning. Those labels reflect little more than a cultural stance.
What's a conservative? A ch<Jp with a gruff voice and an
American button on one lapel and a WIN button on the other.
He has a public aversion to dirty books and homosexuality
and, while he may detest what he calls welfare programs, he
laves armament programs.
What's a liberal? He's a chap who used to be for busing and
who puts protein dressing on his slightly longer hair to puff it
up and give himself the dry look. He didn't like the war in
Vietnam, but you might just sell him one in the Middle East.
If that Is the spectrum of electoral politics, it follows that
parties are without meaning and candidates are mostly vacuous
marshmallows. On the other hand, we've brought much oi this
on ourselves by accepting the idea that the summum bonum of
political personalitY is someone who is regarded as a
"responsible, reasonable, middle-of-the-road moderate," Any
passion or deeply fixed convictions are taken to be signs of an ·
unstable fanaticism.
A recent Evans and Novak column about Gary Hart, George.
McGovern's 1972 campaign manager, will serve as an example.
Hart is r~nning for Senator in Colorado, and our columnists
fear he will win because he is "abandoning abrasive liberal
ideology for a bland moderate facade," while "rigidly
doctrinaire liberals" have captured the state Democratic party
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because in Colorado ·"as elsewhere liberal fire-eaters are
shielding their ideological flames for this election,"
· The unspoken word here is "Communism," but since
nobody in his right mind can consider Hart a Communist, what ~
Messrs. Evans and Novak do is suggest that he has the
emtotional makeup of a Red-"abrasive ... ideology," ''rigidly ~
daptrinaire." In other words, an irrational devotee of a secular
religion. We can hardly be surprised that repor~s from the st<lte !S'
indicate that Mr. Hart has dane exactly what the two co
columnists assert; namely, pulled in his horns and abandoned ~
any opinions he might have had to set him apart from the 534
other Forgettables with whom he may serve on Capitol Hill.
The reverse· side of the col~ Evans and Novak are flipping is
the unstated proposition that you should only vote far people
without an· "idealogy." The keystone of American ruling class
ideology 'is that we don't have an idealogy .. But if you step
back a- minute, it's obvious that only political cretins don't
have one; that is, a framework of values and beliefs.
The most irrational fanaticism dervies from denying the
existence of one's own ideolo9y. It makes it impossible tor
people to distinguish between subjective and objective truth, or
to recognize our present state, which an outsider can only
describe as middle-of-the-road extremism. Having defined all
dissent as psychopathic, and with the warm bodies of
consensus politics and non-ideological rationalism surrounding
us, there's no one and no thing to tell us that the marshmallow
moderates are involving us in the mostthorrendous kinds of
folly.
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Tunnels Explored
Unde.r University
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He explahwd that about.$2.5 million has been put into tl1eir
construction and they provide J>uildings with cooling, heating,
electrical distribution, natuo·al gas, telephone cables and drinking
wale!',
He said they are very concerned abm1 t keeping up security in
the tunnels, and all entJ·ances to them a1·e kept locked, btit we
were welcome to a .guided tour if we liked.
"We used to have problems back in the days of panty mids,"
he said, explaining that students would often use the tunnels to
get access to other dormitories, His main concern now is the
possible damage someone could do down there and the possible
the,fts fi'Om the equipment rooms connected to the tunnels.
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Scare Tactics

If

Mel Williamson, manager of the utilities center and the person
who took us on the tour of the tunnels, said it would not be a
good idea for someone to be walking al'OUltd in the tunnels at
night. He said the unive1-sity hires two students as security
guards to patrol the tunnels every night.
"We used to have a guy who always carried an axe handle
with him," Williamson said. "One time there was a worke1· fi'Om
the telephone company wm·king down he1·e and he saw this
security b'Ua1·d coming so he decided to play a little joke and yell
something t-idiculous like 'Boo' when he went by." Needless to
say, the poor fellow was SOI'I'Y he did it.
Williamson said the tunnels provide other benefits besides
heating, electricity, phones and gas. Since the pipes are not h1
contact with the em·th, they do not deteriorate ru; fast. Also, the
heat of the pipes keep the sidewalks above the tunnels free of
ice and snow during the winter.
~
The LOBO investigators were vm·y disappointed in tjleir
findings. When we fit-st entered the manhole, we expected to
find something exciting, like Victoria Peak gold, Patricia Hearst
Ol' even the fountain of youth. Instead we found nothing but a
hunch of lousy wires and pipes.

Letters

l·

Crisis Center Response

-

President Gonzales' claim that he sees a
need for improvement in the quality of
the program. because he made no
specific charges. Certainly the quality
of almost any program can be
improved. We are constantly trying to
improve our services and we are open
to suggestions or constructive
someone in need of our service$ from criticisms. The hi put we·· have received
utilizing them, we feel we must from the students of UNM, from
communitY agenLies and the
respond.
The accusation that Gil requested community at large gives us. the
documents last summer ·and did not support we need to run a good
receive them is untrue-no such request program without becoming so
was made. The materials he requested complacent we stop trying to improve
alter the ASUNM Senate passed the the quality of the services provided.
I think President Gonzales' real
Rape Crisis Bill were furnished right
away. President Gonzales then reason for vetoiny the Rape Crisis
requested more documents and these Center Bill was shown hy his opening
were provided two days later than we remark to the ASUNM Senate meeting
had advised him they would be following his veto: "I am not against
available. They were late because on virginity; nor am I against the Rape
each of those days rape victims wal~ed Crisis Center." Such unthinking and
in needing our servoces. President unfeeling humour indicates to me that
Gonzales was advised of the delay and Gonzales' has no understanding of
the reason for the delay. The Rape what rape is .. a brutal and terrorizing
Crisis Center must never become a attack. What concerns me is that he
bureaucracy that puts paperwork shows no willingness to learn.
Gail Vinson, Coordinator
ahead of people,
Rape Cr~sis Center
We find it difficult to· answer

ll->---7

Editor:
The Rape Crisis Center is a service
organization with no time available for
politicking; However, because ASUNM
President Gil Gonzales' explanation for
his veto of the Rape Crisis Center
attacked the quality of our program
and that attack could dissuade

A Lesson Learned
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There is a lesson to be learned from
the history of UNM as it was reviewed
recently in the Lobo, It has to do with
the purpose of education, the
conditions which give rise to state
universities and the kind of education
which ensues.
Gail Gottlieb tells us that in 1892
UNM opened its doors to 75 students
and that "a preparatory school for
those students who lacked a complete
high school education made up a major
portion of the college.'' It is clear that
the standards of the tin1e ware
detern1ined by the current educational
situation and by the population to be
educated. That principle is now about
to be abandoned because a large
segment of the population which
apparently does not have the clout of
the solidcitizensof1892arenotbeing
taken into consideration as standards
ar!!deliberated.
f'urther on ·Gail goes on to point
out, perhaps inadvertently, some of the
ills of sophistication which go With
growth. She says that there was a
rebirth of cultural and ethnic bias at
UNM in the 1930's in that Hispanic
students were e~cluded f~om most
campus activi lies, and that the
situation was worse for Indians· and, •

Blacks. What she does not say,
however, is that minority students
were indee<t very scarce at UNM
because entrance standards which were
derived Without taking them into
consideration and poverty kept them
out.
We are now completing yet another
cycle and minorities once more are
about to be excluded from UNM
because the standards to be employed
still do not take them into
consideration as the mean or whatever
is derived. Instead, foreiQn or
oUt·af-state standards, or maybe even
artificial ones for all I know, are about
to decide whether tlley get a chance to
be teachers, lawyers or even college
dropouts.
God help us if we fall into the
depression which is threatening
because as jobs get scarcer, the
standards· for custodians and
handyn1en will certainly be raised. And
a good thing it might be; after all it
would not be fair for the minorities to
do ni i n a t e t h o s e I u c rat i v.e
professions-besides UNM might be
cleaner. Who knows? Isn't that what
standards often ate· for, for certail'l
people to feel comfortable at the
·e~pense of others?
Miguel E:ncinias ·
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l1t. Gov.

H.oiH~rt i\lundrn~on

wiH lw
on the grass maU outsidt• of Mc.•.sa Vista
Hall Friday, (lt't. 18 to mt•ct with
students.
'rht• 3HO I(unalini yop;a club
unn.ou nc ('S chusl's 1\l ond.<t y and
WL•tin.Hthl-S'~,~

·'1yt.(,'i'Plin!n' ('Ull

PlltG will huvt• a bak(.\

s:~oods

tabh.• at.

9-3.

Fifth Colu•n
THE ECONOMIC CRISIS
Beneath all the heated, confused economic discussion
resulting in the Ford administration's mediocre proposals,
there is one solid basis of agreement. This is the fact that.
the capitalist economic system is going through a prolonged
period of "stagflation," characterized by rapidly rising
prices and an equally rapid decline in econon1ic growth.
Disguised behind the rhetoric and gue:;swork of capitalist-economists and statesmen, lies the real issue confronting
the system. Obviously the issue that is being cautiously
ignored is whether the further maintenance of the capitalist
system is compatible. with economic progress. We, as
Marxists, are the last to deny that capitalism has been the
carrier of the greatest economic progress ever witnessed by
mankind. But now the question is whether the institution
of private property will continue to foster etahon1ic
.progress, or whether it has reached a stage of technical
development where It turns from being a promoter of
econom-ic progress into becoming a detriment to further
advance.
The economic progress of the last two centuries has been
due to innovations increasing productivity or creating new
commodities and services. These innovations had two
effects on the profits of the capitalist class. First, the
capitalist introducing the innovation gains an immediate
profit or increase in profit. Second, each innovation is
connected with a loss of value of certain old investments of
other capitalisls., Under a system,of,fre.e competitign, the

Pub lie Relations Committee will
meet in Rm. 231 of the SUB 5:30p.m.
Wed.
Delta Sll\lna Pi will meet •rhurs at

7:30p.m. in the SUB.

Christian Studc.nt Ctr will meet

Thurs at 7 p.m. at the Ctr. 1'he C~nter
is located on (li'rard at Central
(alm,ost),

uUtftttl

"--. •
..4
_..,..,_
•
,
Bikt• Park has st•cutity gua.rd l\1.,1,• 8-5

p.m. I~dctttt•d at rear of CarHslc Gym.
AJo"'rElt 5:00 p.m. A'l' YOUR OWN
JUSIC

f•'olksong Club will meet in Rm.

Thurs.
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Near UN IV,

Presidential Appointments
Committee meets Wed, 6 t>.m, In llm,
230 of SUB.

For Appointment
Call 266-3169

Specializing in the long cut
Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

294-0171 •

Applications u~c bcin~ accepted for
Prol)ntion Offict•rs. AppJic:mts
should b<• at leas( 21 and IH• ahl<' to
spend one hour a WN•k wtth the dulcl
·M.J.n~sl~•l'-cd·.
Call .l<)hu Pattt•rson at
84·2·3017 fot• mon info~
~Ju\'cnilc

The UNM Ski Club Invites· you I<>·
(Jur IUl'cting on Oct. lfl at 7~:~0 p.m. in
the south Ballroom in the SUB. Films
and dour prizes wm b~ fc..•atur<.•d and
plans for trips wiiJ be- discussed,
Ya~Lah·hai,

a

halfway house for

jun•nHc d<•linqut>nts, needs volunlN•rs

Larry

Nigh bert
has plans for
your happiness.
Southwestern Lire
Happiness Is what

Albuquerque

IJ

we sell

/l!5.~-1f.13

tC<.'JUI~crs to mo\'ic.·s~ out tn
ru<'k climbing. etc. Call Patt.ii!
or Charli~ at 243-63!14,

to take

dinner~
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Fifth Colu•n
(colllilllll!d {rom page 4}

In the present situation, the maintenance of value of old
investments has become the chief concern of the capitalists "
and the Ford administration. But, since innovations reduce
the value of capital in ather firms rather than in the one
that introduces them, innovations cannot be stopped
altogether. The pressure of new innovations becomes strong
enough to threaten the artificially preserved value of the
old capital investments and an economic collapse is the
result. This instability of the capitalist system can only be·
remedied by the giving up on attempts to protect old
capital or by stopping the introduction of new innovations
However, present attempts to hold back technical progress
present a new problem because this logically dries up
investment opportunities lor the accumulated capital
causing the money supply to expand beyond the ability of
the productive apparatus. This is the cause of the rampaging
inflation we are now experiencing that eventually must lead
to a deflationary pressure a11d massive unemployn1ent.
We feel this tendency toward maintenance of the value
of old investn1ents can be removed only by the abolition .of
private enterPrise, however for the sake of conjecture, two
other n1ethods are conceivable.
One would be the return to free competition, the
advocation of the reactionary right. This does not seem at
all possible because of the large size of business units and
the fact that it is an inherant tendency of the capitalist to
restrict competition and widen their marl<el~. The gwwth '

money spent during the petition
drive, $1,488.21 worth of
advertising wa~ pUI'chased from
t. h o L 0 B 0, $ 114.4 0 from
KOB·TV, and $:;!08,00 fi'Om
KRST-FM. Another $623.25 was
spent for other expenses which
Me detailed in. the replJl't.
NMPIRG's 1·emaining debts
consist of $650 to· SWRIC, $338
to the LOBO and $143.45 listed
as miscellaneous.
In the release NMPIRG repeats
a cha1·ge that they'we1·e "forced to
spend more on advertising titan
necessary 'because the Lobo
editor, Roger Makin (last
semester) refused to cove1· the
PIRG petition d1•ive adequately."
"NMPIRG Board of Dh·ectors is
taking responsibility for the debt
and is working to pay it off
through sovcl'al means," the release
says. "A baked goods table will be
at the ORCA Flea Mat·ket today
(Wednesday) on the mall.
Donutiotts to pay ofJ' the debt will

hair design
for men

231·D at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB on

•
only way to meet the reduction of old investments is to try
to introduce innovations in their own business. which in
turn inflicts losses on others. But with ttie appearance of
monopolies and cartels, which make the function of prices
and the possibility of lree e'ntry of new firms into industry
inefective, there arises a tendency to avoid the devaluation
of old capital and subsequently an attempt to hold back
new innovations in the productive sphere. rhe basis for this
tendency is that private enterprise, unless forced by
competition, will introduce new innovations only when old
investments have been amortized or if the reduction in cost
by the introduction of new innovations is enough to offset
the devaluation of capital already invested. The move
toward maintenance of the value of old investments is even
more accentuated when the ownership of capital invested is
separated from the private capitalist by a financial system
of banks and trusts. This is increasingly the case in the
present financial capitalism. Thus for e.)(ample we are faced
with the fact that the super profits of the oil companies are
not being used to exp,ond ~ner~y capacities, but are instead
invested into sr.eculative outlets. (See Fifth Column,
Octob"r !l, 1974) In the final analysis, maintenance of the
value ol old Investments is neither compatible with
economic progress or social interest, Social interest is only
promoted by the introduction of new Innovations and the
loss ol '!slue of the old capital invested is con1pensated by
the public's gain in the form ol price reduction.

In the release NMPlRG

Smears. Speculums for sale.

Albuq. B:oycutt Committee will
meet \Vt'd., Oct, 16 at 7: tJO p.m. at
Chicano S tudj(•s.

UN.M Gliding Club wUl meet Oct.
16, 7 p.m. ltm. 2:ll-B&C In the SUB.
1 nt 1•rt•~t1!, .in nun.¥: Gli9h'!JZ- Pleas~

sign a tu res," the release reads.
"Finatlceswel·eignol'ed...
"PIRG's debt emphasized the
need for full-time professional
staff. Students (do not have) the
resources to maintain an
organization of PIRG's scope by
themselves. Services provided by
pro fessionuh would enable
students to maintain noo·mal
commitments, attend classes and
take tests while doing l'esearch for
com·se c1·edit."
l'IRG is in the pt·ocess of
ot·ganizing a refct·endum vote
asking students if they want their
activity fees raised to fund
NMPIRG.
Money would go toward
main t a i n i 11 g a fu II time
professional staff to help students
conduct environmental and
cons u mel'·ori en ted 1·esea rch
projects.
An em·liel' p1·oposal to the
Regents to establish a separate
NMPIRG fee failed this fall.

Women's 111cdic.at self help and PAl'
clinic at Student Health Ctr. Rm. 220,
Wed. 2-4 p.m. Minim !II charges for PAP

An informal meeting to explain the
usC' uf IA\tin Am~rican rcf~rcncc and
bibliogruph-ical material will b~ hc.•ld in
H.ooms 40 and 41 of Zimmerman
l.~ihro.n·~· tonight ut 7.

,

r

ASUNllt Sl>cakers Comm will meet

in Rm, 248 of SUB 5 p.m. Wed.

!tight to Ch<>ose will hold a public
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thurs.,~ Oct. 17,
at tht! Pregnancy 'resting Clinic. 107
Girard Sl,, For more info call

Ct•ntraf Nii.I Audubon Snch•ty will
Curricula Committee has a gripe box
ltU.•t•t Thurs., Oct. 17. at 7:30 p.nt. in
on Uu• 2nd floor of the SUB. Any
th~ Physics and astroJtom~· building.
t·omplahils? Drop Uu.mt a line.
JJcmws an,d Val(•. Sumuc.'l IJtunb \\.'ill
st)l•ak nn trt•c.•s ot N.l\1 and some of their
lntt•rmural and H.t•crNtt.inn Clwclc:out
fc.•atlwn•d inhal)itatlts.
... program. IIJ t«.'tli1in•d. Srnall fCt' for
t•atnping c.•quipnwnt. Other tlttUiJHncnt
'l'ht•rt• n·ill ht• a t<ung Fu and
int•ludcs Lt"Uts:. sn(J\Vsho{•s.
Rt•sl"I"Vations can bt• made a wt"c.~Jt itt
'1Hai·Ghi Ch 'uun dc.•m onstratiou Fridn,_•,
Oet, 18 ut 7:30 p.m. in tho Still ~ulvnnt~t· at Carlisle.• G.vm during uffic(~
Ballroom,
hours.
Volmtt<!l!rs nt•cdNI to ht.•lp UJH.•ratt•
Carnpus Crusade.• for Christ sponsors
thl' ASA Ciutlcry lot•att•tl in NW C"On1c1'
a rof•k <!OilCC.'l"l ,. f«.•alU l'illg 'l'hc Jt(Htcl
of sun. PlNlSC contact $usa11 Brown at
llunw and 1\:al'(•tt Rafft•rt\• in tin• l<h·a
24 7~8715 or put a nutt" i1t <:'amp us
'l'hurs •., Oc·L 17 in tht• kiva nt 7::JO
mail.
p.m.

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Acconlin g to a press release
dated October 16, over half of
NMPIRG's debts. are to the
South west Research and
Infol'mlltion Center (SWRlC), an'
environmental rosearch group t·un
by NMPIRG's original faculty
advisor, Peter Montague.
Tol'l·ey Baird, a11thm of the
release, told the LOBO tl.1e
SWRIC paid a number of hills
incurred dul'ing NMPIRG's
massive. petition d1·ive I<Ist spl'ing .
SWRIC also did most of the
gi'Oup's pl'inting.
"Organizers we1-e primarily
··intent upon p1·oduciltg

Gary Hart, McGov~rn!s 1970
campaign manager and Candidate for
senate it\ C<JioradQ, will speak ill Chris
Garcia'~
political science class in
Woodward llall l<>day nt 12:30 p.m.

8-J:J-664 1.
t.ltt1 OltCA flea murkrt. tomorrow from

PIRG Explai~s Debts

of monopolized industry and centralized financial control
in the pursuit of maximum profits destroys free
competition. And as long as maximization of profit is the
basis for business activity, industri'tl and financial
corporations will use their economic power to increase the
value of their investments by state intervention. A return to
free competition could only IJe accomplished by breaking
up the econon1ic and political power of the corporations.
This in turn could only be accon1plished by giving up large
scale production and the economic achievements of mass
production.
The second possible way of overcoming the tendency to
maintain the value ol old investments would be
governmental controls preventing .nonopoly. We have .
already seen the result al an attempt at this policy. The
economic power at the corporations and financial interests
reversed the policy showing that they could easily control
public planning authorities. The result ·was planning for
monopolies and restrictior1ism rather than the reverse.
Ultimately, when. the· present state of economic affairs
becomes increasingly oppressive and unbearable, when its
opposition to economic progress becomes evident beyond a
doubt, and when the return to free competition Is
rMagnited as impossible and public controJ recognized as
capitalist control, socialism emerges as the only viable
alternative.
MARXIST WORKERS COLLECTIVE

'lear after year, semester·
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster®from
FideliD' Union Life has
been ttie most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelicy Union
CoUegeMaster*..-----.
Field
Associate
•
1n your area:
265-6631
Ed Boykin
Brad Bramer
Richard Monk
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Nelson: Down and Ditty
•••rracy Nelson"
(Atlantic/SD7310)

* By* MICHAEL
*
O'CONNOR

·A performance of Mark Medoff's "When You Comin' Back, Red
Ryder" opens the Southwest Theatre Conference this Thursday
evening at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theatre. Other evening performances of
the play are slated for Oct. 18, 19, 25 and 30 and on Nov. 2, 5, 8,
16, 21 and 22. Matinees are scheduled for Oct. 20 and Nov. 17.

Bored Walk
Concert: The Albuque1·que
Symphony 01·chestra, featuring
pianist Philippe Entremont,
plirforms tonight at 8:15 p.m.
in Popejoy Hall.
Concert: The Prague String
Quartet play at the ht
Methodist Church on Sunday, 4
p.m.
Concert: Ophra Ye1·shalmi,
pianist, llerforms Sunday at
Popejoy Hall, 8:15 p.m.
D1·ama: "When You Comin'
Home, Red Ryder" opens
tomorww night at 8:30 p.m. in
R o dey. Pel'foJ•mances are
scheduled nightly through
Saturday with a 3 p.m. matinee
on Sunday.
Rccilal: Pianist Wayne McEvilly
performs tomm1•ow night in
Keller Hall, 8 p.m.
Recital: Sean Da.niel; baritonist,
and Ge01·ge Robert, pianist,
pc1•form Satu1·day night at
Keller, 8 p.m.
Film: Ozu 's "'l'okyo StOl'y" plays
tonight in the SUB; 7 & 9 p.m.
Film: Joachim Pedro de Andrade,
the man who c1·eated
"Macunaima," will once mm·e
be on display with "The Priest
and the Girl," to be shown
Thm'Sday at 7 & 9 p.m. in the
SUB.
Film: "Neve1· Give A Sucker Au
Even Break" and "The Bank
Dick," both starring W.C.
Fields, show at the SUI3 on
Fl'iday evening.
Film: Vigo's "L'Atalante" and
"Zei'O De Condui te" play
Saturday at the Guild, 10 a.m.
and noon.

S Stedlul•te
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Complete Electronic
Supplies
for the Hobbyist
Experimenter
.Professional
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Amplifiers
Books
· Capacitors
Diodes
Resistors
Transistors
Test Equipment
ReeeMn!J Tubes
Pieture Tubes
Recording Tapes •

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms
Rotors
Transfonners
Wire
Speakers
Controls
Cables

The only song that has any real
problems is "Lean On Me." It is a
little rough throughout and the
ending is Jume-lilce the musicia~1s
couldn't decide where to end 1t.
.Whoever did the mixing on the
album must have once been a
drummer-there is a heavy
emphasis on the drums, especially
the bass, and the bass guitar. The
record really booms through a
good pair of speakers.
Tul'll the record up loud and
listen. Tracy Nelson's first solo
effort without her Mothe1· Earth
affiliation is a good one.

~

"Walk-on." That's u te1·m most campus !'our years ago without the
<fo!legiute football rl~yers today aid or ll football scholarship.
... know, but ve1·y few have
"I ltud he en l'ecruiled bv
0 cxperi<mced what the wmd truly Arizonu, Arizona State, and Sai1
0 111eans.
Jose,'' the Phoenix native
-8 Not ~o fol' UNM defensive end explained. "But I .rt'ally didn't
want to go to any of those places."
;... Greg Jones. Jones knows the worti
:-=. and knows what it maans because
Fo1· Jones the final decision to
he
came
to
the
Albuquerque
attend
UNJ\1 came after tlw high
~
school all·star !l<tllle in Al'izona. "I
8
met one of the New M<>xico
·~
coaches and he imp1·ossNI nw us
~
being interested ill men IL~ a pcl·son
more than uny o!' the oth<?l'S, He
==
told mC' to come down and give it a
z
try b!lcause some of my fde11ds
....
we1·e going to UNM."
re,
Jones did just that and iVs been a
~
h 11p py relationship ever since.
"Actually, New Mexico was much
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"Down So ~ow," which she wrote
and plays piano on will lay you
back, Guaranteed.
She even adds· a little Gospel
navor to the record with "Hold an
Old Friend's Hand."

Walk-On'Jones Marches On
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Norm Trick
Or Treats
Norm Ellenberger, who has put
the trick m• t1·eat on many u
busketball coach sine!.' he took
ove1· as head coach ut UN!\1, has
been named the honol'at'Y
chah·man of the Trick Ol' 'l'n~at
Halloween candy sale sponsored
by the Kidney Foundation of
New Mexico.
The non-profit col'JlOl'atioll
composed <'lltirPly of volunl!!!!l'S is
affiliated with the National
Kichtey Foundation. Friday, Oct.
18, has been designated Bank Day
when the candy will h<' sold in
some of the major banking offices
in AllmtJUl'l'CJUC.

.

Ma~o Island is bi·ring!
Live in the heart of Northern California-America's most
famous work and play land. Ideal, smog-free climate,
short drive to the Golden Gate, the wine country, lots
mo~!
.
Work in a challenging environment at the West Coast's
oldest and best-known naval institution, with unmatched
potential for professional growth, reward and
recognition.
·
,

Get the facts on civilian career opportunities.
Contact your Placement Office•

Campus interviews:

october

16

Mars Island Naval 3bip.Jard
Vallejo, California
An .Equal Opportunity Employer
Citi%enship Required

u.s.

more than I thought it would be.
But, you lmow, when you make
your decision to go to a school
without any scholm·ship, tht'n you
havC' pretty much made up your
mind that iVs Uw school you want
to H((C'IHI."
Jmws' Pl'l'fOl'mance during his
freshman seas011 and then dlll'ing
tlw spl'ing of his fmsh yf:'ar caused
llw UNM coaching staff to oJfer
him a sclwlm·shiJ>. But thal one
yea!' with out thl) additional
financinl aid made a big impression
on th'e Lobo dol'ensiv<' stm.
"I leal'llNI a lot about budgeting
that first Yt'lll'," Jones sui d. "My
family nevm· did have much monoy
and I had to mal'l' t'Vl'l'ylhinl( comH
durinJ( that fi1·st Y<Wl' here. It was a

'Pups Play Imps

Two·time defensive player of
the week in the WAC, Greg Jones.

2620' Rhode Island Street N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone (505) 29.1-6161

.i

r

The Nelsons have done !I rcconl
togethe1·. No, not Ozzie and
Hal'l'iet-Willic Nelson and Tl·acy
Nelson.
Actually, they only do one
song together on the album, a
count.·y·J·ockel' called "After the
Fire is Gone," with a tad of Linda
Ronstadt included during the end
chorus. But it's a good cut, one of
the best on the album which is
mostly Mothe1· Earth-type blues
with a couple of countrified tunes
tht·own in, After all, the record
was recorded in Nashville.
T1·acy says "Lean On Me" in
Bill Withers' sorig, and you can on
some of the bands-you can lay
back and 1·ide with the lady with
the big voice, Be it 8, 12 or 16
bars it's the blues, down and
dh·ty, •r,•acy Nclson·style.
On the other cuts you can also

ride with her, hut you 'rc going to
have to get up to do it. She takes
Dylan's "IL Takes a Lot to Laugh,
H Takes a 'l'rain to Cry," and she
makes that t1·ain hoob~<l down thll
track.
When the woman sings "Love
Has No Pride," you believe her,
unlike the sweet, Linda Ronstadt
version.
Slow blues is her l'm·tc, however,
and "Rock Me in Your Cradle," ''l
Wish Someone Would Care," and

."'z

With tha UNM vursity football team in Lm•amie, Wyoming this
W<'ekend, a game can still he seen as the freshmen take on Arizona
State's Sun Imps Saturday at 11 a.m. at University Stadium.
The Wolfpups are 1·2 on. the season after losing a tough one to the
Ah· Fmce Academy freshmen lwo wet'ks ago. In that contest, the
fi'Osh jumped out to a 1·1·0 lead just bcfOl'!' hulftiml', hut the Falcons
fought hack to tie the game just befm·c the'half in the final minute' of
play. The young I<alcons then went on to claim a 26·2·1 victory.
The Sun Imps will bring an 0·2 l'ecord into the contest, losing to
Eastcm Al·izona Junio1· CollC'tfc 31·0 und GIPndale Community College
10-7.
The UNM "Tmsh will he IC'd by running hack Don Burnes and
quaJ'icl·huck IUclutrd Forrest. Baml's has l!nincd 216 vm·ds in 50
cm·l'ics and th1·ec touchdowns. His longest cm'I'Y of !h" ycm· hus been
22 yards.
Forrest has ihmwn 20 1·cceptions in 39 altt'mpts for 26G yards and
two touchdowns. He has also th1·own lhreC' intt'l'Ccplions but has hit
on several bombs including a 46 yarder to sJ>IiL end Frank Him•s.
Hines is the leading receiver for the Wolfpups with 12 catches for
188 yards and a touchdown.
After a tJ·cmendous game against thC' Air Force, fullback Kevin
Wellard has become the number two rusher fo1· UNI\I behind Bnmes.
He has 17 8 yards in 35 attempts and one tou!!ltdown. The Air FOI'ce
game put him ahead of freshmen sensation Smokey Tu1·man who
travels with the varsity and missNI all hut the last. five minutes.
,
. Turmnn has 151 yards in 22 tol<>s, one going for 65 yards.
Bm·nes has also been u hig factot• in JlUnl and kickoff 1·etum for the
'Pups. He's retumed six punts for 80 yal'(ls and five kickoffs for 99
Yln·ds.
As a tenm the WoiJ'pups have been outscmed 80·65 with theh· only
win a narrow 22·21 victory over the New Mexico State freshmen. But
htey lead in fh·st downs over their opponents 61·5iL
They are slightly behind the OJlposition in total yards losing on the
gmung 784·662 and thmugh the air 3·18·29•1.
The Wolfpups have tumcd the ball over nine limes (four
interceptions and five fumble loses) eompm·ed to eight for the othcl'
!.'UYS (seven fumbles and one pass inte1·ceplion}.
The Sun Imps will counter with George G1·uvcs who has l'Ushcd for
·
162 yards in 39 c:u•t•ies. Admission is free.
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Atkins
has plans for
your happiness.
Southwestern Lif'e

IJ

Happmess Is whEJt we sell

Albuquerque /255-1(,13

••

Prescriptions filled . ,, .
Lenses replac:1.,
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OPTICIANS

9:00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668

265-3667
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PUT ON THE: DOG.
'AUE:C STYLE:.

NettersGo
To Beehive
Territory
The women's tt>mtis learn
U·avels to Snit· Lake City, Utah
this we!'kend to play in the
Unive1·sitv of Utah Intercoll~>giate
Te1mis Team Matches.
Action will tal«! place Ol!t,
17-19 wilh the Lobos going
against Brigham Young and Utah
Stale on Thlll'sday, Univet·siiy of
NC'Vllda at Las Vegas and New
Ml•Xico Stale on F1•iday and host
Utah Satm·duy mo!'l1ing.
Maki11g the h'iJ> fo1· UNM in the
Ol'dN· they will play m·~ ThCl'ese
Sullivan, JoAnn£' Boehning, Helen
Hm·hNt, l\lcndy Sh<'I'Wood, Jody
Anaya, and D<'hhic Malooi.
The! tl'itnl is 11ow 2·2 on the
YC'IIl' with wins over CoiCll'ado and
Wcsiel'll Stutc, and loss<'s to
Nol'thcl'll Col o1·ado, and toll
1'1111 ked A1·izonu State.

•
.
n
"Lasl yca1· I did not play a very
great Iearn1ng
expcnencc.
And Jones has not stopped good game even though I had
leaming since, especially on the sevm·al tackles. My technique was
not very good. So mo•·e than
J'ooibilll field. "I wns changed to
winning the awmd, I was happy
offense wht'n I first came to New
with my pe1·formunce because I
Mexico hut the biggest thing thai
happened to me is when coach Del !mew I had lcamed somcthir,g fmm
what I hud dolJC' last year."
Wight came to UNM and changed
The Tex.as Tech contest,
mt> hack to defense."
The switch to defense looks to however, was not the only game in
huvc paid orr. Jones has been which Jones had strong defensive
numed d(>!'~nsivt' player of !he showings. For the season, the 5·11,
week in the Western AthiC'Uc . 21 1 pounder has accounted· for 15
Con fe1·cncc twice. Tlw first lim!' unassisted tackles and 28 11ssists.
was during his junior season when He hus also sacked the opposin•~
he eumed Lhc hono1· in the last qu;u'lcrback four times.
Jo1ws cr<'dits much of his success
game oJ' the season against
Colorado State. Then he came l'ight l" his mother, Lucille Ford, who
back und eumed the awal'd again passed away ·during his freshman
after playing un outstanding ye<tt' at UNI\1. "l wanted to go to
contl'st a!,'<tinst nationally ranked col lege just for my mom. She
Texas. Tech in the second game of wun tNI me to go out und lea I'll as
much as I <'llUid. After she died, I
the season.
"I !'<'ally had to l'edccm myself just told my sell' I wasn't going to
aguinst 'fcxns Tech," Jones s;1id. slop until I succeeded."

Montezuma·
Tequila Pup
Montez.ymo Gold
Tequila. 11.. ounces.
Honey 1 teaspoon.
L1me juice. 1 lime
Elitters. 1 dosh
M1x 1n shol~er wtth
crocl~ed ice Strain
1nto chilled cocl~toil
gloss.

ITZCUINTLI
IH[ DOG

r,yrr,!_,;llor !hr_• ~~-tth day
~~ r• '•' '-'' • J •\.''• .• ,•, ' ' ' •'•.

'· •'

~and WENDY WALDMAN~

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 3,1974
8=15 P.M. · POPEJOY HALL
RESERVED SEAT TICI<ETS AT • GOLD STREET
SUB BOX OFFICE !STUDENT DISCOUNTI
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Fourth Fiesta Field Hockey
Tourney Opens Here Fri.

Katherine Fordyce
andPatty Greene wi/lbe two
players
for UNM as the Lobo field hockey team will be looking for their
fourth straight Fiesta Championship. Collegiate as well as prep schools
will be represented on the main campus fields.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word per daJ with a
$.i,OO per da:v minimum charge, or 6t
per word per day with a 60t per day

minimum charce for ada published five
or more conaeeutlve dan.
Tennl: Pall'lllent must be made In full
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
orb11mail

Clualfted Advertllinlr
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.lf. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

DEAR JIM, The three of us hope :you're
happy now I Lil and Coreen.
10/16
MARY ANN-I'm madly in love with you,
but I'm too shy to tell you. W.M.K. Jr.
10/16
ATTENTION McGOVERN VETERANS:
Gary Hart '72 McGovern campaign
manager II: Democratic . candidate US
Senate from Colorado speaking at
Woodward Hall 101, today, 12:30 all
weleome.
10/16
AGORA-Now open 24 hours, seven days
a week. Trained student volunteers are
alwa:ya here to Jisten, to talk. 277-3013,
or come by the NW corner Mesa Vista.
10/18
ROSA'S REMAINS OPEN. Some folka
consider ua CHURCH.
10/16
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
have friends who care at Blrthrftrht.
247-9819.
Un

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: MAN'S SWEATER, 102 Miteh·
ell Hall. Identify & Claim, rm 132 Mar•
ron Hall.
10/22
BLACK PERSIAN KITTEN FOUND.
Needs a home, call 277·5470 if interested.
10/21
FOUND: 6 wk, gold & brown female
kitten. South of University, 266·4664.
10/18
LOST - OCT :t, worn yeUow key case,
Ten keya including FORD, 277·5786.
10/17

3)

'

SERVICES

TYPING mM SELECTRIC Languagemath symbols fluent in Spanish, 8970990.
•
10/16
.EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts,
papers, thesil!, etc. Very reasonable
rates, 345-3288.
10/18
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbonribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
10/1&
rates. 298-7147.
TYPEWRITER SERVICE speeializing in
J)Ortables, all makes. Low rates, discount
to studenbl. Pick up_ and delivery; Call
Smiley or Bob, 296-0710. ·
10/21
TUTORING BY FORMER college math
Prolessor--moet subjects-266·9293, 277·
5610. .
10/17
DRIVER NEEDED part-time with car,
for. elderly couple. Tenns to be artan~ted.
caJr 266-6763.
10/16
5c COPIES, no minimum. Open '1 =30 · '1:30 DATACO. 1712 Lomas at Unlver·
sity.
10/18

I

3)

SERVICES

5)

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowe~t prices In town, fut, pleuln~r.
Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
trn

4)

FORRENT

FEMALE ROOMMATE, $100 per mo. 3·
br house-furnished-house cleaning reduces rent. R. Fortune, 266-4877 after
9 PM.
10/21
SUPER-FINE 2-bcdroom apartment wants
roommate. $95 includes utiJities, 299·
0362.
10/lG
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, R:vder ovemieht
sleep tomorrow, '168-1111.
tfn
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooma.
Very clean, near Unlvel'lib and north
we~~t. 242-7814, 2'7·1008, 242·1871.
tfn

5)

By DEL JONES
The fourth annual UNM Field
Hockey Fiesta for both college
and high school teams opens
Friday on the main ·campus
athletic fields near Johnson Gym.
Under head coach Beverly
Q,uinlan UNM has won the Fiesta
three times out of four, in the
college bracket, They will agiain
be favored to win the tourney
over Arizona and the University
of Albuquerque.
Colorado, which was expected
to send two teams dropped out,
High school teams will include
Sandia, Albuquerque Academy.
Los Alamos, St. Pius X, and
favored Santa Fe High.
The Lobos have been warming
up so far this year against high
schools and Quinlan said they're
anxious to face collegiate
competition. "Santa Fe prep has

FOR SALE

1957 CHEVY STANDARD, 4·door, hard·
top, call 344-2663 atler 6 :00.
10/22
IF YOU'RE THINKING of buying a bi·
cycle for Chriatmas, to fight infiatlon or
to use next year, now Ia the time. Our
winter prices are In effect. and we have
a nice selection. The Bike Shop, 823
tln
Yale SE, 842·9100.
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS! Put a little
sting in that kill shot with a new racquet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yale SE,
842-9100.
tln
SKI TOURING&: BACKPACKING equiP·
ment from the proCllllionals at the Trail
Haus-5ales, rentals, service, and cJinica.
Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
tourinB' center-Trail Haua, 1931 San
Mateo SE. 266-9190.
10/18
PADDLEBALL. SPECIAL I Until Oct. 31
receive two free paddlcballs with ])Ur•
chase of new racquet from $13.96 to
$19.95, The Bike Shop SE, 84:MlOO,
ten

NEW GUILD six string mahogany body
hardshell ease, $250, 266·4218. 10/17
LLOYD'S QUADRASONlC STEREO, receiver complete with four Royal Speak·
ers, 265·6941.
10/17
STEREO THORNES TD-125, MK II, w/
shure SME. V15·tYPe III: MAC, 2100:
preamp. JBLSG-520; tuner Sony STSOF: speakers JBL Lancer 10l's. $1900
or make offer, call 293·6434.
I0/17
1970 CIIEVELLE MALIBU, 2 door. PS,
A/C 307V8, automatic, low mileage,
$1000 or best offer, 255·4888, 277-4537.
10/16
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise & silver jewelrY. The Bead
Shaman. Old Town.
tfn
OLD MmAGES, some 20 yean old. $1.00
each, l'OOm 132, Manon Hall.
Un
STEREO HEAD PHONES tU&, 6 foot
. eord, soft ear pads. United Frefaht
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 4'1 Wsrom·
in~r NE, 266·8987.
•
10/23
BACKPACKERS - Come fnapeet New
Mexico's moat complete selection of
equipment at . B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 2flS·8113.
tfn
OLD MIRAGES 1968 throqh 19'10. $1.00
~m 13.2, M~rt:,on. ~all.
. _.tfn

KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com·
plete syatema, $69,95, heaters, $27.50,
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Acroaa
from Arbiea. 268-8466.
tfn

6)

EMPLOYMENT

LAWYERS. VISTA has programs bedn·
ning Jan-June 1975 in the US. LMn1r
allowance, medical bencfib, stipend and
transportation provided. Fol.' more In•
formation see the recruiters In the Stu·
dent Union.
10/17
NEED DAYTIME and nighttime help.
Apply in person, Mama Mia's. Top
restaurant salary, 1.&30 Carlisle NE.
10/21
WHERE'S YOUR TALENT? YWCA
needs instructol'B. Apply: YWCA, 316
Fourth SW, PT $3/hr.
10/18
ARCHITECTS, CITY PLANNERS. Peace
Corps and VISTA have openings for
programa beginning Jan-June 1976. Llvh1g allowance, medical beneftta, stipend
and transportation provided. Si~;~glea/
couplea, For more Information see the
recruitcl'l In the Student Union. 10/17
l~OOM & BOARD AVAILABLE 'llow for
20 hour~~ weekly babyaittin~r. cooklilgo,
housework. 1 preschooler. Profes110r's
family. AU sitting nlghtl, 1 weekend
dalr. Large. room, private bath, euy
walking distance UNM, woman student
preferred. Needler 247·8967.
10/18
RN'S, BS, MS. Peace Corps and VISTA
have openings for programa beginning
Jan-June 1975.~ Living allowance,. med·
leal bcneflu, stipend and transportation
provided. Singles/couples. For more information see the recruiters in the Student Union.
10/1'1
HOUSEPARENTS FOR TREATMENT
group home for teenagers. No children.
Experience & references. $600. Parttime school or work ok, 345·36'11 week10/17
days 9.6.

7)

in green,
pl<lnts ~•nd macrame.

3424 CentralS.
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morythan ever before. They ·are
led by juniors Katherine Fordyce
and Marga~;et Gonzales, and
seniors Diane Hernandez and
Patty Greene,
The game is played with 11
players going thirty minutes
halves with no time outs except
for injuries.
·
''At first glance i_t looks
extrem~ly rough," said Quinlan
but precision and rules keep
injuries down to a minimum. For
example you can never raise your
stick above the shoulders.''
The Fiesta action starts Friday
with the University of
Albuquerque taking on Arizona in
the opener at noon and· UNM
playing Arizona at 3:00.
Saturday's round starts at 8:00
a.m. with the Lobos playing
Albuquerque. High school action
starts on Friday at 3:30 and
continues through Saturday.
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURV

SIAMESE and BLACK KITENS! FREE I
Can't keep them; can't kill them. 8732677.
10/22
WANTED LADY POOL players for the
second go-round at Rosa's.
10/16

Wednesday
Free Films
Presents

W. C. FWd&

Shorts
Conllnuou!l showing

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sub Theatre

r-----------·
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266-9296

able to keep our minds on field
hockey."
Greely won the Intermountain
last year and now find themselves
in the position of hosting this
year. The Lobos have finished as
high as third (1972) but Quinlan
said that this might be the year
for them to go all the way.
"BYU is usually strong, but
they've gone down in recent
years," said Quinlan now in her
sixth year as coach. "And if
Greely can get wrapped up in the
hosting hassles, we have a good
chance."
Quinlan said support for field
hockey is getting better .in more
ways than one. "We're getting alot
more financial aid than we used
to. I remember when we had to
drive s•traight through to
Pocatello, Idaho in a van. Now
money is getting better so we
don't have to do that.

MISCELLANEOUS

School
We . spcciali1.e

Sports

FORSALE

BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
fn stock, $75 to $&00. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
tour blocks from UNM. 843·9878. tfri

"Also we're getting better
attendance at the games. Alot of
students wander by and see us
playing and watch for a while.
They prQbably don't understand
the rules but it is kind of
interesting to watch,"
Educating people in field
hocke'y rules would certainly
increase attendance, Quinlan said,
"In the Northeast the sport is alot
bigger than it is in the rocky
mountain area. Apd in England '
it's still bigger," ·
Twenty·one women came out
for the hockey team this year,

Daily Lobo

CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rinp
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896.
12/6

Friendly Flower Shop

Albuquerque. Floral D~sign

been our toughest competition
we've faced. Now we're trying to
get ready for the Intermountain
championships during the first
week of Novembe-r in Greely,
Colo."
The Intermountain is the league
UNM' is in much like the Western
Athletic Conference for men. Last
year the Lobos hosted the
championships and after the dust
had settled found themselve in a
disappointing fifth place,
"We really blew it," said
Quinlan. 14 Since we hosted it we
had to run around and we weren't

House Plant Sale at the
1 True A merftan Shop
I
next to Deli- City,
I
I Dartmouth . & Ceniral.J.
I Give a blan{ a good home .
~......................

Ozu's favorite film. and one nominated by five international critics as one ()f the ten
greatest films ~f aU time. T?"yo Story is about the gap between generationsin a typical
Japanese famJiy.lttells a s1mple, sad story. of an elderly couple who travel to Tokyo to
visit their two married children, only to lind themselves politely ushered otr to a hot
springs resort. Ozu's technique. as spare and concenlrated as a Haiku master's verse.
transforms the very banalities of the suhject into moments of intimacy and beauty
seldom. captured on film. Stanley Kauffmann wroten in The New Rqmbllc, There is
trea~utc for everyone in Tokyo Story, and shame that we have all had to wait so long
for Jt, •• a film that encompasses so much of the viewer's life. that you are convinced
thut you huve been in lhe presence of someone who you knew very well."

'

TOKYO STORY
Sub Cinema 277-2031

WEDNESDAY
7-9 $) .00
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